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Details of Visit:

Author: Fishless
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 13 Jan 2009 6pm
Duration of Visit: 12 hours ++
Amount Paid: 630
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: The Dolly Birds
Website: http://www.thedollybirds.co.uk

The Premises:

Meeting arranged for my hotel. Hotel is fine - suits my needs. Outside of the city centre as I like to
be able to find somewhere to park my car!

The Lady:

I arranged to meet Carmel at a pre-arranged location and drive her to my hotel (my suggestion).
She arrived and I was very surprised. This was one of the few ladies I had seen in about 7 years of
punting without seeing her photos. The date was agreed based on a recommendation of Paul and
Elizabeth (both from the agency). I trust them both, but normally like to judge for myself.

Carmel - is a beautiful lady, ooozzess classy - very chic. Has intelligence, very articulate and is a
perfect companion for any gentleman who is looking for a dinner date or overnight. She was
dressed in what was obviously expensive clothing and brought a number of outfits with her for
dinner and aftwerwards which I will describe shortly.

The Story:

We arrived at the hotel, booked in and went to the room. I needed a shower and change of clothing
as I had come streight from work. Carmel offered to change for dinner - she looked perfect already
and produced a choice of two very elegant dresses - these dresses whilst being elegant were far
too sophisticated and sexy for this hotel (now I wish I had booked a more swanky hotel in the city
centre and taken my chances with the parking). We decided to have dinner as was. Before going
down though we chatted about more topics - one was Carmel's sexuality - she had recently been
introduced to women. I asked her if she wanted some additionbal company. One thing I found out
about Carmel is that she wants to have fun, if inviting another lady along then that would be more
fun!!!! So we arranged someone to join us later.

Ordered dinner, neither of us ate much as we were too busy drinking and chatting. Aftger dinner
back to the room with a couple of bottles of wine. Carmel showed me a number of pieces of
underware she has brought along. We agreed an amazing sexy number that was just superb.

Sorry no details of what happened next are available. But briefly another lady joined us and
eventually left at 2am. At 8am both Carmel and I agreed we should have had some sleep (lol).
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In summary Carmel is an amazing person, has a genuine and amazing reason to escort, loves fun
and is basically a unique escort (she doesnt behave or act like an escort). This lady is very special
indeed and if you treat her as a lady, respect her boundaries you will without doubt spend quality
time with a lady that has it all!

Amazing, sensational, perfection, awesome, wow!
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